
DISCOVER THE NEW TOUCH OF LUXURY



Exterior

THROUGH-BODY 
GENTLEMAN TAILLIGHTS
The design of the rear taillights adopts a square 
three-dimensional additional mask structure, 
which is transparent, showing the beauty of the 
rear taillights. The light guide position uses an 
integrated light source design, which greatly 
improves the sense of technology, grade and 
space of the vehicle. 

DOUBLE T-TYPE 
LED HEADLIGHTS
The characteristic line of the bright light inside 
the headlight runs through the whole light and 
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The hexagonal shape of the front grille inherits the genes of 
the Pentium family. It adopts a concavely curved-forward 
design, and through the turning of the profile, it brings 
changes in light and shadow. 

LIGHT AND SHADOW 
SCULPTED PIONEER FACE

echoes the bright light of the front grille. The 
linkage shape of the eight square lens groups in 
the middle matches the surrounding decorative 
strips, making the whole light full of inspiration 
and sense of technology. 

DIGITAL RAINDROP 
FRONT GRILLE
The front grille part adopts digital raindrop 
design, 90 raindrops, to be exact. Each 
diamond-inspired raindrop is cut independently 
and aligned meticulously, giving you a feeling of 
driving luxuriously.
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LIGHT AND SHADOW FOLDING
DESIGN, CONDENSING THE
BEAUTY OF INGENUITY

Light and Shadow Science: 
The Turning Impressions

Streamer glances, see the corners, the floating 
roof design and the stylish features of a moderate 
back. In the perfect coordination of toughness 
and golden ratio, the three-dimensional design 
of the sculpture is used to strengthen the visual 
three-dimensional feeling.

STREAMER PLASTIC 
BACK SHAPE
Flowing light and shadow changes combined 
with the diamond-cut profile design show the 
future in the interlacing.
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Exterior

THROUGH WAIST LINE
The golden ratio design of the window and 
the body allows the T77 to show the changing 
beauty in the flow of light and shadow when 
driving.

LOW WIND RESISTANCE
SUSPENSION MIRROR
Suspended one-piece design can effectively 
reduce the wind resistance coefficient and 
make the shape more fashionable and dynamic.

INNER CASTING AND 
OUTER MILLING DOUBLE
COLOR WHEEL
The classic double and five auxiliary shapes, 
in the combination and turning of the lines, 
elegance and strength coexist, both dynamic 
and static.
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DIAMOND BODY CURVE
The curve goes from the face in the front all the way to the sides 
and tail, creating a clearly layered light-shadow effect. A waistline 
lower in the front and higher in the rear that looks sportier causes 
the distance between the windows and the doors to be in golden 
ratio, so that a three-dimensional effect and a stronger visual shock 
are produced.



Interior

The vast interior of the T77 is a marvel of cabin 
architecture for automobiles. Spacious seating 
is standard and ample head, shoulder and 
legroom are built to carry 7 adults in first-class 
comfort, whether driving around the city or 
commuting on a long day. 

LIGHT LUXURY INTERIOR
Ring: The interior is designed from the door 
guard to the instrument panel as a whole, which 
maximizes the interior space.

Thin: The lightness of the instrument panel as 
a whole changes peoples’s inherent conception 
of the thickness of the SUV instrument panel.

Light: Lightweight overall interior vision.

Suspended: The detail design adopts the 
suspended design, which hides the gaps 
between the parts and becomes the perfect 
combination of form and function.

DEDICATED TO LUXURY TRAVEL
The new T77 offers greater comfort and 
convenience than ever, from a leather-cut 
interior to fine stitching of its available leather-
appointed seats to its meticulously crafted fit 
and finish. The refined T77 interiors combine 
sleek styling with the ability to pamper both 
drivers and passengers.
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LARGE STORAGE SPACE
The rear seats lie down, presenting extra 
storage space. Generous cargo space with a 
fold-flat second row and expanded baggage 
compartment becomes even more roomy. 
Whether you are running errands or wandering 
throughout the world, the T77 has room to 
spare.

DOUBLE 12.3-INCH
PENETRATING THE 
LARGE SCREEN
Instrument screen, entertainment screen, 
can achieve dual screen interaction, relaxed 
experience at your fingertips.
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TRUNK VOLUME 391L

Max opening height 711 mm

Max opening width 1020 mm

Max depth 900 mm

12.3-INCH12.3-INCH
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Interior

STREAMING MEDIA 
REARVIEW MIRROR
The wide-angle camera at the rear of the car 
provides ultra-long distance images. Compared 
with traditional rearview mirrors, the field of vision 
in bright light, rain, and night is more clear.

ELECTRONIC SHIFT LEVER
The intelligent fusion of sense of technology, 
comfort, and control, convenient and labor-saving 
operation, precise shifting feel, and enjoy the free 
switching of forwarding and backward rhythm.

THROUGH INTEGRATED
CENTER CONSOLE
Breaking the clear boundaries between the 
main driver, central control, and co-driver, the 
overall visual effect is natural. The dual 12.3-inch 
penetrating large screen abandons the traditional 
design of the traditional instrument screen. The 
screen resolution reaches 1920 x 720 dpi.

PANORAMIC SKYLIGHT
With more daylight, the field of vision increases, and 
the feeling of depression in the back row lessened.

THREE-SPOKE MULTIFUNCTION 
STEERING WHEEL
D-type three-frame sports design, wrapped in pure 
imported Alps top calf leather, multiple function 
keys, so that everything is within reach, safety 
and comfort coexist.a whole changes peoples’s 
inherent conception of the thickness of the SUV 
instrument panel. 
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EMBRACING LUXURY SPACE
Following the golden ratio design composition, with a full range of 
superb craftsmanship quality, to create a large and comfortable 
interior environment, so that the driver is physically and mentally 
relaxed, driving freedom.



HOLOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENT CONTROL
The T77 builds a holographic intelligent control 
system to make driving control unique. Equipped 
with intelligent driving control system and a 
variety of auxiliary functions to bring a new travel 
experience.

D-Bao

Tim

Amber

SMART HOME SYSTEM
Smartly connecting multiple brands of smart homes 
can achieve remote control of home appliances, so 
life is more convenient.

AUTOMATIC PARKING SYSTEM
Accurate parking made simple. For parking in a 
parking lot, the system automatically searches for 
a parking space and helps the driver park easily in 
and out with a simple touch on one key.

INTELLIGENT VOICE INTERACTION
Is a smart speech assistant capable of learning 
and adapting to user behaviors, interests and 
meaning. By doing so, it makes drivers engage less 
distractingly with the car, bringing user experience 
to next level.

REMOTE PARKING ASSISTANCE
The vehicle automatically moves when pressing a 
remote button. The system allows for automated 
parking to drive in and out of designated parking 
spaces. Even spaces so small that they’ll barely 
open the car doors will soon be no hindrance.

MOBILE FLYING SCREEN
Mobile flying screen technology lets you interact 
with your phone and the 12.3 inch LED screens 
wirelessly, viewing your photos on the screen 
displays on the go.

Features / Smart Control





Power

MACPHERSON 
INDEPENDENT SUSPENSION
Gives the vehicle excellent handling stability 
while improving ride comfort.

DIRECT INJECTION
TURBOCHARGED ENGINE
4GA series high-performance engine, 
considering both high power and economy, 
the maximum net power / speed of the engine: 
100 kw / 5500 rpm, the maximum net torque / 
speed: 204 Nm / 1600 - 4200 rpm.

7-SPEED DCT WET 
DUAL-CLUTCH TRANSMISSION
It has the advantages of light weight, high 
accuracy, smooth operation, low noise, leading 
handling performance, and brings you good 
operating feel and excellent fuel economy.

Based on Volkswagen technology
Exclusive, customized T77

Information sharing
Complementary

Resources

Joint research 
and development 
Co-line production
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Speed, Power, Fluid.

181KM/H1615MM1845MM4525MM

MAX SPEEDHEIGHTWIDTHLENGTH



INTELLIGENT ENGINE CUBE
Indulge in control and show charm. Bestune T77, with 
gold powertrain, taking into account high power and 
economy, to achieve free ride under all road conditions

World-famous transmission system and engine system supplier:



Safety

TIRE PRESSURE 
ALARM SYSTEM
Equipped with a direct tire pressure monitoring 
system to monitor tire pressure in real time 
through tire pressure sensors and controllers in 
the wheels. When the tire pressure is too low 
and the air leaks quickly, the tire pressure alarm 
lamp and the instrument screen tire pressure 
value alarm are used to prompt. Escort for 
driving safety.

REINFORCED 3H 
STRUCTURE BODY
The body structure adopts 3H framework design 
technology, which ensures the members' safe 
and prudent solid structure.

FORWARD COLLISION 
WARNING SYSTEM
The radar system constantly monitors the 
vehicle in front, judges the distance, orientation 
and relative speed with the vehicle in front, 
and warns the driver when there is a potential 
collision danger.handling performance, and 
brings you good operating feel and excellent 
fuel economy. 

BOSCH ESP 9.3 
GENERATION SYSTEM 
Equipped with Bosch ESP 9.3 generation 
system to realize: forward collision warning, 
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road deviation warning, intelligent high beam 
control and other functions. 

ROAD DEVIATION WARNING
The front lane camera is used to identify the lane 
lane on the road ahead, and to detect the lateral 
position of the vehicle in the current lane in real 
time. When an unintentional lane departure 
is detected in the current lane of the vehicle, 
visual and acoustic warnings are provided to 
the driver.

INTELLIGENT HIGH BEAM 
When encountering situations such as meeting 
cars, following cars or street lighting, it will 
automatically complete the intelligent switching 
of far and near lights.
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6 AUTOMATIC 
PREMIUM TYPE AIRBAGS
The front double airbags, the front seat side airbags, and 
the side double side air curtains effectively protect the 
driver and passengers, and intimately guard every trip.



BRAKE SYSTEM

Brake System FRT & RR brake type-disk

Electrical brake ● ● ● ●

ABS ● ● ● ●

EBD ● ● ● ●

TCS ● ● ● ●

(BA) ● ● ● ●

(ESP) ● ● ● ●

Uphill assist system ● ● ● ●

SAFETY DEVICE

Driver front airbag ● ● ● ●

Airbag cover plate / Top layer leather — — — ●

Passenger front airbag ● ● ● ●

Front side airbags — — — ●

Front seats 3 points with pretensioner safety belt ● ● ● ●

RR Passengers 3 points safety belt  
in the left and right ● ● ● ●

RR Passengers 3 points safety belt in the middle ● ● ● ●

Alarm for unfastened passenger belt — — — ●

Back row alarm for unfastened passenger belt — — — ●

Engine electronic immobilizer ● ● ● ●

Central lock switch ● ● ● ●

Child proof rear door locks ● ● ● ●

Intelligent tire pressure alarm ● ● ● ●

Engine idling start & stop system — — — ●

(PKE) — ● ● ●

Auto unlock after crash ● ● ● ●

INTERIOR SPECIFICATION

Fabric lining ● — — —

Leather lining — ● ● ●

6-way electric adjusted driver seat — — — ●

BASIC PARAMETER

Vehicle Configuration DCT Comfortable DCT Luxury DCT Deluxe DCT Honorable

Vehicle Model CA6455ATE5 CA6455ATE5 CA6455ATE5 CA6455ATE5

Engine Model CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD

Basic Model 1EPNAPCC 1EPMAPCC 1EPYAPCC 1EPSAPCC

Length / Width / Height (mm) 4525 / 1845 / 1615 4525 / 1845 / 1615 4525 / 1845 / 1615 4525 / 1845 / 1615

Wheelbase (mm) 2700 2700 2700 2700

Front / Rear track (mm) 1570 / 1560 1570 / 1560 1570 / 1560 1570 / 1560

Max speed (km/h) 175 175 175 175

Curb weight (kg) 1381 1381 1381 1381

Max weight incl. options (kg) 1831 1831 1831 1831

Fuel tank capacity (L) 48 48 48 48

Trunk capacity (L) 342 342 342 342

The minimum ground clearance (full load) (mm) 156 156 156 156

Angle of approach (°) (Curb Weight) 20 20 20 20

Angle of departure (°) (Curb Weight) 25 25 25 25

Tires 215 / 55 R18
aluminium rim

225 / 45 R19 
aluminium rim

225 / 45 R19 
aluminium rim

225 / 45 R19 
aluminium rim

Spare tire non-full size spare tire T135/90 R16
steel rim

T135/90 R16
steel rim

T135/90 R16
steel rim

T135/90 R16
steel rim

Power Sunroof — ● ● ●

ENGINE AND GEAR BOX

Engine Model CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD CA4GA12TD

Emission Standard China Ⅴ China Ⅴ China Ⅴ China Ⅴ

Displacement (L) 1.2L 1.2L 1.2L 1.2L

Max net power (kW/rpm) 100 100 100 100

Nominal power / kw 105 105 105 105

Max torque (N·m/rpm) 204/(1600-4200) 204/(1600-4200) 204/(1600-4200) 204/(1600-4200)

Transmission 7DCT 7DCT 7DCT 7DCT

STEERING SYSTEM 

Electronic power steering ● ● ● ●

Rake adjustment ● ● ● ●

Normal steering wheel without cruise 
control system — — — —

Multiple - function steering wheel with cruise 
control system, microfiber leather ● ● ● —

Multiple - function steering wheel with cruise 
control system,top layer leather — — — ●

CHASSIS AND CONTROL

Front suspension type: McPherson independent front suspension with lateral stabilizer bar

Rear suspension type: Twist beam semi-independent rear suspension with lateral stabilizer bar

6-way manual adjusted driver seat ● ● ● —

4-way manual adjusted co-driver seat ● ● ● ●

Front seats heater — — — ●

ISO FIX ● ● ● ●

CONFIGURATIONS



LAMP SPECIFICATION

LED Halogen bulb Headlamps ● ● ● ●

Auto Lightening System — — ● ●

High position brake light ● ● ● ●

LED Daytime running lights ● ● ● ●

Headlamp delay function ● ● ● ●

Left Rear fog lamp: 1 ● ● — —

LED rear fog lamp — — ● ●

LED rear lamp ● ● ● ●

Ground lamp — — — ●

WINDOW / REAR-VIEW MIRROR

Front door white glasses — — — —

Front & Rear door white glasses ● ● ● ●

Front windshield green+white glass ● ● ● ●

Rear windshield green glass ● ● ● ●

The driver side one door one-touch 
anti-trap windows ● — — —

The driver side four door one-touch 
anti-trap windows — ● ● ●

Electric power outer mirror adjustment ● ● ● ●

Outer mirror with electric folding — ● ● ●

Outer rearview mirror with LED turn signal ● ● ● ●

Electric heated outer mirror ● ● ● ●

Inner rear - view mirror with manual 
antidazzling system ● ● ● —

Streaming media inner rear—view mirror — — — ●

Rear windshield with heat defrost ● ● ● —

AIR CONDITIONER

Electric air conditioner ● — — —

Fully automatic conditioner — ● ● ●

Outside temperature display ● ● ● ●

MULTIPLE FUNCTION SPECIFICATION

Bluetooth ● ● ● ●

USB + Radio + USB Interface ● ● ● ●

Number of speakers 6 6 6 6

COLOR

Exterior color 
Interior color

Brown fabric Brown Leather Black Fabric Black Leather

Peal White ● ● ● ●

Peal White / Black Top — — ● ●

Flame Red — — ● ●

Deep Blue ● ● — —

Deep / Black Top ● ● ● ●

Jazz Brown ● ● ● ●

Deep Yellow — — ● ●

Deep Yellow / Black Top — — ● ●

Phantom Black ● ● ● ●

CONFIGURATIONS

Cruise control system ● ● ● ●

8-inch liquid crystal screen 
(Chinese and English switch) ● — — —

12.3-inch full color  liquid crystal screen 
(Chinese and English switch) — ● ● ●

Front radar — — — 6

Reverse Sensor 3 3 3 6

Parking camera — — — ●

Fully automatic parking — — — ●

Note: “•” indicates this configuration, “—” means no such configuration. Statement: All the above information is for reference only, please refer to the actual car. All specifications, 
configuration, body color, model and other information are subject to change or discontinuation without prior notice.

Front View Back View Isometric ViewSide View

4525mm1845mm

1615mm

COLOURS

WHEELS

DIMENSION

Deep Yellow
Deep Yellow/Black Top

Deep Blue
Deep Blue/Black Top

Pearl White
Deep Blue/Black TopFlame Red Jazz BrownPhantom Black

PROPELLER TYPE WHEEL HUB
• Aluminum alloy cutting
• Light-dark contrast to enhance light-shadow effect 
• The wheel and hub look fashionable and sporty

215/55 R18 225/45 R19



info@wmckh.com
bestune.wmckh.com
facebook.com/wmcbestune

No. 79, Russian Blvd (St.110), Sangkat Teuk Thla, 
Khan Sen Sok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

No.12, St. 6B, Sleng Rolerng Village, Sangkat Teuk Thla, 
Khan Sensok, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

No. 1AB, St. 29CC, Sangkat Chom Chao, 
Khan Porsenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

No. 5A, St. 29CC, Sangkat Chom Chao, 
Khan Porsenchey, Phnom Penh, Cambodia

+855 78 999 006 
+855 93 555 598
+855 12 776 842

HEADQUARTER

BRANCH 1 - WMC 2004

BRANCH 2 - IMSCG

BRANCH 3 - WMP

CONTACT

WORLDWIDE MOTORS COMPANY LTD.


